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Wedding Photography

My Wedding Photography is set as follows:The final images are delivered on a printed DVD with printing and distribution rights
with a resolution of 4000px for printing where you wish.
I have found that EVERY Client wants something different. Therefore I have tried to
keep my pricing, packages and what I charge for as simple as possible. This is so
that the client can choose what THEY want in addition to the initial time of shooting,
post-production and presentation of the final images at the minimum price charged.
My Approach
Candid Images shot throughout, edited in a mixture of black and white and colour
to suit the scene, mood and light and including Formal group shots and Bride and
Groom Photography.
Up to End of First Dance - £500
Details - Bride Arrival, Ceremony, Group Shots, Wedding Breakfast, Evening
Reception, candids Throughout and formal group shots where applicable.
Up to End of Wedding Breakfast - £350
Details - Bride Arrival, Ceremony, Group Shots, Wedding Breakfast, candids
Throughout and formal group shots where applicable.
Ceremony Venue Only - £260
Details - Bride Arrival, Ceremony, candids throughout and formal group shots
where applicable.
All packages include the following:High Resolution Printing Rights - All images set at 4000px
Online Guest Gallery - Available for twelve months after delivery of final images
with option to purchase prints and download images.
High Resolution Digital Images (4000px longside)
Final Images Delivered on Printed DVD
OPTIONAL EXTRAS TO CONSIDER FOR YOUR SPECIAL DAY
Pre-Wedding Photoshoot £80
Bridal Party Preparation £80
Groom Party Preparation £80
Square Wedding Album 90 Pages - £200
Low Resolution Images - 800px300dpi
(Available via download from your guest gallery)
Web Ready versions of your images are scaled specifically for use on-line on social
networks, displaying on digital photo frames and tablets or mobile phones. The files
are also sized perfectly for 6"x4" prints. The images come with a usage licence so
you can print where and how many you wish.
High Resolution Images - 4000px300dpi
Print Ready versions of your images are scaled specifically for printing enlargements and canvas wraps. The images come with a usage licence so you can print
where and how many you wish.
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